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8) In total, how many gaming-related courses will your school offer during the 
2012-13 academic year? 

 

12) Does your gaming program use a team-driven approach? 

 

16) What percentage of your total gaming faculty have started, run or worked 
for a game studio? 

 

29) Which technologies or engines does your school utilize? 

 

33) What percentage of 2012 graduates have taken a job in some aspect of 
game development at the time of or before graduating? 

 

 



This “game” stuff 
doesn’t sound like 
a real academic 
subject.  

The rankings just 
came out. We’re 
in the top 25 
programs.   

Congratulations! 
Have a cigar and a 
fat stack to build 
your program with. 



Wait a minute. Who 
did this ranking? 

The Princeton 
Review  

Great! I like the word 
“Princeton.” Sounds 
prestigious. Here’s 
another fat stack for 
your program.  

Shh. Don’t tell him it’s a 
for profit standardized 
test preparation 
company that’s got 
nothing to do with 
Princeton University.  
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Self Study? 

Surveys 

“Greetings -- and a "heads up" note of 
congratulations. 
  
I am pleased to report that your school 
program in video game design is one of 
the 50 we selected for 
ourPrinceton Review list, "Top Schools 
to Study Game Design for 2014." 
  
Our list names 25 undergraduate and 
25 graduate school programs (we 
report each group in ranked order: 1 to 
25) that are in schools located in the 
U.S.A. and Canada (plus one in 
Ireland).” 
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My Beefs with Princeton Review Survey 

 Doesn’t understand research 

 

 Jobs outside of games don’t count 

 

 Focus on technology and engines 

 

 Big chunks of the survey are free text, and depend 
on domain expertise to evaluate 
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Responses 
 Develop our own evaluation framework 

 Something that actually helps us understand what to improve 

 

 Convince other raters to start rating game programs 

 US News and World Reports (survey plus reputation) 

 Businessweek (panel of experts for design schools) 

 … 

 

 Consciously decide what we want from rankings 

 Self-study 

 Student guidance  

 Marketing (internal and external)  

 … 

 

 

 


